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Abstract
The properties of plasma in neutron star crusts with strong magnetic fields
B — 1010 — 10 13 G are reviewed: thermodynamic properties (equation of
state, entropy, specific heat), transport properties (electron thermal and
electrical conductivity of degenerate electron gas, radiative thermal conductivity of very surface nondegenerate layers) and neutrino energy losses.
Classical effects of electron Larmor rotation in a magnetic field are considered as well as quantum effects of the electron motion (Landau levels).
The influence of the magnetic fields on density and temperature profiles in
the surface layers of neutron stars and on neutron star cooling is briefly
discussed.
Nous presentons la revue des proprietes du plasma dans l'ecorce des etoiles
neutroniques avec des champs magnetiques forts B = 1010 — 10 13 G: proprietes thermodynamiques (equation d'etat, entropie, chaleur specifique),
proprietes de transfer (conductivite electronique thermique et electrique
du gaz electronique degenere, conductivite radiative thermique des couches
non-degenees superficielles), et les pertes dues a l'energie des neutrinos.
Nous examinons des effets classiques de la rotation Larmor d'un electron
dans le champ magnetique, et aussi des effets quantiques (niveaux de Landau ). Nous discutons en bref I'influence des champs magnetiques sur la
densite et la temperature des couches des etoiles neutroniques et sur les
taux de refroidissement des etoiles neutriniques.
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10.1 Introduction
Neutron stars are the densest stars known in the Universe. Their masses
are M ~ 1.4M©, and radii R ~ 10 km. The mass density of matter p in
neutron star cores is several times larger than the standard nuclear density,
po = 2.8 X 1014 g c m - 3 . The properties of this superdense matter (equation
of state, nuclear composition, etc.; see Shapiro and Teukolsky 1983) are
known poorly and attract attention of many scientists. These properties
cannot be reproduced in laboratory but can be studied by astrophysical
methods comparing theoretical models of processes in neutron stars (e.g.,
cooling of an isolated star) with observational data.
Neutron star cores which contain superdense matter are surrounded by
envelopes (crusts) of lower density, p < po. The crusts play a key role in
many processes which are observed and studied theoretically. Many neutron
stars possess strong magnetic fields, B = 10 10 — 10 13 G. The aim of this
work is to review briefly the effects of the magnetic fields in neutron star
crusts. The subject is studied since the first works of Canuto and co-authors
in 70-s (Canuto and Ventura 1977).
10.2 Neutron Star Crusts without Magnetic Fields
Let us start with a brief description of neutron star crusts without magnetic
fields. The crust extends from the the bottom of the atmosphere to the dense
core; its thickness is several km (Shapiro and Teukolsky 1983). It can be
divided into the outer crust, p < /><*, and the inner crust p > pd, where
Pi « 4 X 10 11 g c m - 3 is the neutron drip density. Matter of the outer crust
consists of electrons and atoms. The electrons can be nondegenerate in a
very thin surface layer, and they are strongly degenerate deeper in the star.
The atoms are fully ionized by the electron pressure (they are actually bare
nuclei) everywhere except near the very surface.
In the inner crust, free neutrons appear (in addition to the electrons and
nuclei) owing to the drip from the nuclei. The neutrons are degenerate
and superfluid. The superfluidity is caused by the Cooper pairing of the
neutrons due to nuclear forces; corresponding critical temperature is about
108 - 10 10 K (e.g., Wambach et al., 1991). The rotation of the superfluid
component of matter in rotating neutron stars is realized in the form of
quantized vortices which are parallel to the rotational axis. The interaction
of the vortices and the nuclei (pinning and depinning) in the inner crust
is thought to be responsible for pulsar glitches (e.g., Pines 1991). The
properties of nuclei and free neutrons are model dependent (Baym et al
1971, Negele and Vautherin 1973) and rather uncertain. At the bottom
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Fig. 10.1 p-T diagram of Fe matter for B = 1012 G. 7> is the electron degeneracy temperature, 7} corresponds to T = 1, Tm is the melting
temperature, Tp is the ion plasma temperature; TB is given by (8); pn is
explained in Sec. 3. Lines N restrict the low-71 low-p domain of incomplete
ionization and electron gas non-ideality. Dashes show the curves for B — 0
of the inner crust, the nuclei may form clusters and droplets with strongly
nonspherical shapes (Lorenz et al. 1993). Below we shall mainly consider
the outer crusts.
The state of electrons is determined by the electron Fermi momentum
PFO and 'relativistic parameter' x:
x = ^ ° « 1.009 ( ^
,
(1)
mec
\HeJ
where ne is the electron number density, ps is density in units of 106 g c m - 3 ,
and ne is the number of nucleons per one electron. For x < 1 (pe < 1)
the electron gas is non-relativistic, while for i > 1 it is relativistic. The
electron degeneracy temperature Tp is (Fig. 1) TF = To(y/\ + x2 — 1),
where To = mec2/ks « 5.930 x 109 K, ks is the Boltzmann constant, and
m e the electron mass.
PF0

= h{^neff\
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The state of the ions is characterized by the ion-coupling parameter
Z2e2
Z5/3 / p f i \ 1 / 3
T = ——akBT » 0.2275 T8

(£) •

where a — [3/(4irrii)]1/3 is the radius of ion sphere (the charge of electrons
within the sphere compensates the ion charge), n,- is the ion number density,
and T% = T/(10 8 K). For simplicity, we consider one component plasma of
ions. Some properties of multi-component ion mixtures in neutron star
crusts are reviewed by Yakovlev and Shalybkov (1989).
At sufficiently high temperatures the ions form a classical Boltzmann
gas. With decreasing T, the gas gradually (without any phase transition)
becomes a Coulomb liquid, and then (with a phase transition) a Coulomb
crystal. The gaseous regime occurs (Hansen 1973) for r < 1 (T > T|, Fig.
1). The classical Coulomb crystal melts (Nagara et al. 1987) at T « 172
(T = Tm). The thermodynamics of strongly coupled Coulomb systems has
been studied extensively by Monte Carlo and other methods (see Hansen
1973, Pollock and Hansen 1973, Hansen et al. 1977, Slattery et al. 1980,
1982, and references therein).
At low T the quantum effects in ion motion (zero-point ion vibrations)
become important. These effects are especially pronounced if T <C Tp,
where

TP = ^

H

7.832 x 10' f ^ V / 2 K, „J = l ^ ^ i ,

(3)

Up is the ion plasma frequency, and m; is the ion mass. The amplitude
of zero-point vibrations is commonly much smaller than the typical interion distance, a. With increasing density, the amplitude to a ratio becomes larger, and at large p zero-point vibrations can prevent crystallization
(Mochkovitch and Hansen 1979, Ceperley and Alder 1980). This effect is
especially important for H and He. Note that the Debye temperature of the
classical Coulomb crystal is « 0.45TP (Carr 1961).
For small p and T, the effects of incomplete ionization and electron gas
non-ideality become important. This domain is restricted schematically by
lines N in Fig. 1. The lines correspond to m a x ( T F , T ) = |e c |, where Tp is
calculated in the free electron gas approximation and ee is the mean energy
per electron for isolated atoms in the Thomas-Fermi approximation.
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10.3 Magnetic Field Effects
The properties of matter in neutron star crusts can be affected by the magnetic fields. The magnetic field effects are numerous. Below we consider
two major effects: the classical electron Larmor rotation, and the Landau
quantization of electron motion.
The classical effects are described by the Hall magnetization parameter,
„ = * & „ « 1.76 X l O ^ f t , ( I ^

g i

) ,

Mfi

=m ,

(4)

where TQ is the effective electron relaxation time (Sec. 5.2), Ug is the
electron gyrofrequency, B\2 = i?/(10 1 2 G), and m* is the effective electron
mass (m* = me for nonrelativistic electron gas; m* = \Jm\ + (PF/C)2 for
strongly degenerate gas). The classical effects are strong when 770 ^> 1
(electrons suffer many Larmor rotations between successive collisions). The
p — T domain where the electrons are magnetized (T^> > 1) is commonly
wide. For instance the field B = 1012 G magnetizes the electrons almost for
all p and T shown in Fig. 1.
The quantum effects are associated with quantization of electron motion
transverse to the magnetic field. If the Landau gauge of the magnetic field
vector potential (A = (—By,0,0)) is used, an electron state can be characterized (Klepikov 1954, Kaminker and Yakovlev 1981) by four quantum
numbers, pz,n, s and px. In this case pz is an electron momentum along B,
n = 0,1,... enumerates the Landau levels, s is the sign of the projection of
the electron spin onto the momentum (s = ± 1 for n > 0; s = — sign(p«) for
n = 0) and px determines an j/-coordinate of the electron Larmor guiding
center. Then the electron energy is
B
b = —,
(5)
v
Bc
where U)B = \e\B/(mec) is the electron cyclotron frequency, and Bc =
4.414 x 10 13 G is the 'relativistic' magnetic field (HUBC = n*eC2).
The number density of the free electron gas is related to the electron
chemical potential // by the equation
e = Jm\cK + c2pl + 2nmec2hu}B,

r+

hus = mec2b,

1-1

meuB —
n« =(2nh)
^ , E / .°°; / ^ . / = [ l + exp(i^)]",

(6)

ns

where / is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The electron degeneracy temperature is TF = Tb(\/l + xB — 1), where the 'relativistic parameter' XB =
PF/(mec) depends generally on B. Using (6) one can easily show that the
strongly degenerate electrons (T •< Tp) populate the only ground Landau
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level when density is not too high, p < PB, where pB = 2.066 X I06b3'2p,e
g c m - 3 . In this case
2n2h2ne

2x3

(7)
, xB = -Tz-,
meu}B
oo
where x is defined by (1). In the limit of p < ps the magnetic field strongly
reduces the electron Fermi energy and increases the density domain of incomplete ionization and electron gas non-ideality (Yakovlev 1981a, Hernquist 1984, Van Riper 1988). If p > ps, strongly degenerate electrons
populate many Landau levels and the Fermi energy is almost independent
of B {XB « a:)For further analysis, it is convenient to introduce the temperature
PF =

TB

= ^k ~
KB

L34 x

i o 8 f l 1 2 ^ K.

(8)

m*

When T ^ TB the electrons populate many Landau levels for any p due to
high thermal energy. In this case the thermal widths of the Landau levels
(~ ksT) are higher than the inter-level spacing and the magnetic field acts
as a non-quantizing one regardless of the electron degeneracy.
In the domain of T < TB and p < PB (separated into subdomains of degenerate and nondegenerate gas) the electrons populate mostly the ground
Landau level. In this domain the magnetic field acts as a strongly quantizing
one and modifies essentially all the properties of matter.
Finally, in the domain of T < TB and p > ps the electrons are degenerate
and populate many Landau levels but the inter-level spacing exceeds fcjgT.
Then the magnetic field is slightly quantizing. It does not affect the bulk
properties (pressure, chemical potential) which are determined by all the
Fermi sea of electrons but affects quantities determined by thermal electrons
near the Fermi level (heat capacity, entropy, transport properties).
We will assume below that the magnetic fields do not affect motions of
ions, for instance, the phonon spectrum of the crystal. This is so (e.g., Usov
et al. 1980) if u>Bi = ZeB/(mic) < w p , i.e. if B < l O 1 4 ^ G.

10.4 Thermodynamics of Matter in High Magnetic Fields
Thermodynamic properties of plasma are affected by the magnetic fields
if the fields are quantizing. We will discuss the case of strong degeneracy
(T < TF).
The basic approach consists in obtaining the grand potential Cl = —PV
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Fig. 10.2 Equation of state of matter at T = 0 (Rognvaldsson et al. 1993)
(V is normalization volume) which generates other thermodynamic quantities (Landau and Lifshitz 1980). In the free electron gas approximation
P = —

i2^r^LH1~f)dp-

(9)

which yields Eq. (6) since ne = dP/dfi.
With increasing p (and/or decreasing B), the thermodynamic quantities
show features or oscillations of van Alphen - de Haas type. The features
occur when degenerate electrons populate new excited Landau levels n (because the electron density of states dpz/de possesses square root singularities
at pz = 0 for these n, see (5)).
The bulk thermodynamic quantities (pressure, chemical potential) are determined by all electrons (e < //). Accordingly these quantities are greatly
affected by strongly quantizing fields but slightly affected by weakly quantizing fields.
The quantities determined by the electrons with energies \E — fi\ < kBT
show large oscillations under the action of strongly and weakly quantizing
fields. These quantities are usually expressed as derivatives of the bulk quantities with respect to thermodynamic variables. The higher the derivative,
the larger the oscillations. The examples of strongly oscillating quantities
are: specific entropy and heat, magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, elec-
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Fig. 10.3 Ratios of electron specific entropy S(B)/S(0) and specific heat
C(B)/C(0) versus p at B = 1012 G for T -+ 0, T = 3 x 106 K and 107 K
in the free electron gas model. If T —* 0, one has S = C and formally (in
the adopted model) the curves show infinite jumps at those p at which new
Landau levels are populated. The jumps displayed corresond to population
of the levels n = 1, 2 and 3
tron screening length of an electric charge in a plasma (see Yakovlev 1980a,
1984; Blandford and Hernquist 1982 and the references therein).
With increasing T , the oscillations become weaker which can be treated
as the thermal broadening of the Landau levels. When T > TB (and the
field becomes nonquantizing) the oscillations are entirely smeared out, and
the field-free results are reproduced.
The free-electron approximation (9) can be inaccurate for low T at p <C
PB and near the peaks of strong oscillations. In these cases one needs more
advanced approaches. Recently the bulk properties of cold ( T = 0 ) iron matter for B = 10 1 0 — 10 13 G have been studied extensively by Rognvaldsson et
al. (1993) using the Thomas-Fermi ( T F ) approach and taking into account
population of several Landau levels. (Also see Rognvaldsson et al. 1993
for references to earlier works done in the frame of T F and related theo-
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ries.) Another approach to describe strong oscillations at low T is based on
introducing some effective widths of the Landau levels caused by electron
interactions. This broadening of the Landau levels was studied in the solid
state physics (Kubo et al. 1965; Schoenberg 1984) and in the astrophysics
(e.g., Yakovlev 1980, Hernquist 1984). In particular, the Landau levels can
be broadened by the electron collisions (with width 7 ~ H/TO). Note that a
selfconsistent theory of strong quantum oscillations does not yet exist.
Fig. 2 shows the TF equation of state for cold matter. If p < ps the
electrons populate the ground Landau level and the pressure is essentially
lower than for B = 0: the magnetic field creates additional binding of
electrons. The same effect reduces strongly the electron chemical potential
p. If B is strong, the pressure (in the TF approximation) vanishes at some
finite density ps. For instance, Rognvaldsson et al. (1993) obtain p8 =
942 g c m - 3 for B = 1012 G. The density ps grows with B and can be
treated as the surface density of a cold (T = 0) neutron star.
Fig. 3 demonstrates quantum oscillations of the electron specific entropy
and specific heat. The oscillations of the electron magnetization M (and
its derivatives) are even stronger (Blandford and Hernquist 1982). However
broadening of the Landau levels prevents the appearance of spontaneous
magnetization (the so called Landau orbital ferromagnetism, B = 47rM)
under realistic conditions in neutron stars (O'Connel and Roussel 1972,
Schmid-Burgk 1973).
10.5 Transport Properties
10.5.1
Electron transport in degenerate electron gas
Transport properties of the degenerate gas in neutron star crusts are mainly
determined by the electrons. The main electron scattering mechanisms are:
(i) Coulomb scattering on ions at T > T m ; (ii) scattering on phonons at
T < T m ; (iii) Coulomb scattering on charged impurities at T < Tm. Below we shall consider cases (i) and (iii), and case (ii) for T > Tp (hightemperature phonons). In these cases the scattering is almost elastic: electron energy transfer is negligible in a collision event. For the Coulomb
(c) and high-T phonon (ph) scatterings, the Fourier transforms V, of the
scattering potentials are

|y f =

2

< (ra) ''^

|2 = ( r 2 )

^'

(10)

where h/qa is the appropriate screening length of electric charge in a plasma
(Yakovlev and Urpin 1980, Yakovlev 1980a,b; 1984), SZ = Z for case (i),
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6Z = Zimp — Z for case (iii) (Zj mp e being the impurity charge), (r 2 ) =
3kBTu/(miU>p) is the mean squared thermal displacement of an ion in its
lattice cite at Tp < T < Tm, and u « 13 is the appropriate numerical
formfactor for a bcc lattice (e.g., Yakovlev and Urpin 1980).
In a magnetic field, all transport coefficients (electric and thermal conductivities a and K as well as the thermopower) are tensors. For instance
the thermal conductivity tensor k is determined by the longitudinal, transverse, and Hall conductivities K||, K±, and KJJ, respectively. Accordingly the
thermal flux density is q = — K||V||T — K±V±T - K#h x VT, where VJJ and
V_L are the local temperature gradients along and across B , respectively,
and h = 3/B. Sometimes the electric resistivity tensor 72. = a~x is more
convenient for applications than the electric conductivity tensor a.
The components of k, a and 72 can be expressed as
Tr2k2BTnt >J\\
Kll

=

3m*

nee2Tfi
era =

11

m*

'

•K2k2BTneTl
KH

1

e2neT^

(T± =

m*
neeee22T?
rf ' 7*±
^

~

3m*(l + vl) '

nee2TlT]ff
{TH

- m+(i + v2y
nee2rl'

Tr2k2BTne r±r)K

"

2
~ 'm.(l + r, y

B
cc|e|n
|e|ne'

v

where T)K = U>BT1 and t]a = OJBT^ are the Hall parameters for thermal
and electrical conduction, respectively; T« and rjf are the effective electron
relaxation times for the longitudinal transport while r " and rj[ are the
effective relaxation times for the transverse transport. Thus k, a and 72
are determined by four effective relaxation times r.f, T», r £ , r£ which are
generally different, and depend on T, p, and B. The Hall resistivity does
not depend on the electron relaxation (under the assumed conditions). This
is a nondissipative quantity which describes Hall drift of the magnetic field.
The thermopower tensor is defined by two additional parameters (Yakovlev
1980a,b; 1984).

10.5.2

Nonquantizing

magnetic

fields

Let us describe briefly the electron transport in the degenerate electron gas
with nonquantizing magnetic fields (Urpin and Yakovlev 1980). In this case
all four relaxation times are equal: T»,V = T^'" = TQ, where TQ is the classical
electron relaxation time for B = 0. Accordingly, the Wiedemann-Franz rule
k = air2TkB/(3e2)
is valid for the electron scattering mechanisms under
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discussion. For Coulomb scattering and scattering on high-temperature
phonons, one has (Yakovlev and Urpin 1980),
77? =

Tph_
T

°

p2FvF
4T(6Z)2e*naL

5.65 X 1 0 - 1 7
XiLy/TT^

h2VF (n vF\
--?kjKy~-J)

l

_ 8.05 x 10-17xVm?
(2 + x2)r 6

s

'

n v
( 1 2 )

where x is given by (1), vp is the electron Fermi velocity; na = n,-, £j = Z
for case (iii) (nj m p being the
for case (i); na = n i m p , x, = (6Z)2ns/ne
impurity number density), and L is the Coulomb logarithm which is ~ 1 for
the conditions in neutron star crusts. Note that L can be affected slightly
by nonquantizing magnetic fields (Yakovlev 1980a).
With Tu'ff = ro, the longitudinal conductivities are equal to those for
5 = 0: «|| = K 0 , <T|| = l/U\\

= <70,

-" u,xl, "^i(p;)'' 1 '

(13)

Moreover 1Z± = <TQ .
It was Lee (1950) who first expressed Ko and OQ in case (i) through the
Coulomb logarithm L and made an estimate of L. Later the problem was
reconsidered by other authors; see Yakovlev and Urpin (1980) for the references to earlier works. Yakovlev and Urpin (1980) obtained simple analytic
expression for L neglecting the electron screening in (10). This screening
generally gives a small contribution except at lowp (near curve N in Fig. 1).
Itoh et al. (1983) recalculated L including the electron screening. Yakovlev
(1987) showed a noticeable contribution to L (about 40 % for 56 Fe ions
at p > 106 g/cm 3 ) comes from non-Born corrections. However the Born
approximation has been used so far in all other calculations.
The scattering on phonons at B = 0 was also considered in a a number of
works (early works are discussed by Yakovlev and Urpin 1980). Raikh and
Yakovlev (1982) studied the problem for all T < Tm and pointed out that
the Umklapp processes (which are most important for high T) are frozen
out at T < Tu ~ TpZ1/3e2/(hvF).
Itoh et al. (1984,1993) reconsidered the
problem ignoring the freezing but including the Debye-Waller factor (which
was neglected earlier). The authors did not calculate KO and OQ directly
but used some intermediate results of Raikh and Yakovlev (1982) in an
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approximate manner. Accordingly the results of Itoh et al. (1984,1993) are
invalid for T < T u . It would also be desirable to reconsider the problem for
higher T.
As follows from (11) the transverse conductivities decrease monotonically
with B. The Hall conductivities increase linearly with B at small B and
decrease at large B. The magnetic field strongly affects the transverse
conduction when 770 > 1. If, in particular, 770 > 1 then the transverse
conductivities are greatly suppressed (KJ_ « «||/*7o) due to rapid Larmor
rotation of the electrons. For instance, in the nonrelativistic electron gas at
B ~ 1012 G and T > Tm the Hall parameter can be as high as 770 ~ 10 2 -10 3 .
Then the suppression reaches 4 - 6 orders of magnitude.

10.5.3

Quantizing

magnetic

fields

The theory of longitudinal and transverse transport properties of a degenerate electron gas in quantizing magnetic fields is based on the linearized
relativistic kinetic equation which describes relaxation of the electron Landau states (Sec. 3) due to electron collisions.
The longitudinal conductivities Ky or <T|| are determined by a set of coupled linear equations for populations of various Landau states in the presence of weak temperature gradients, VTj|, or electric fields parallel to B.
The electron scattering is assumed to be elastic, and the equations couple
the populations of states with the same electron energy. The theoretical
approach was developed by Yakovlev (1980a, 1984), who also did the first
calculations for all three scattering mechanisms discussed in Sec. 5.1. More
extensive calculations were performed by Hernquist (1984), Schaaf (1988)
and Van Riper (1988).
Calculations show that in the quantizing magnetic fields (T < TB) the
longitudinal relaxation times r,?'*7 (as well as the conductivities K||, O~\\)
display oscillations (Fig. 4) as a function of p (or /i = fJ-(p))- The nature
of the oscillations is the same as for thermodynamic quantities (Sec. 4). In
particular, T» ,<T <C ro for p <€. PB (strongly quantizing field, the ground level
is populated only) but ry is several times larger than ro for p « PB- The
oscillations are also visible when much higher Landau levels are populated
(p > PB)- The oscillations are affected by the thermal broadening of the
Landau levels as well as by other broadening mechanisms. Generally, the
relaxation times T« and r.f are different and the Wiedemann-Franz rule
does not hold. However one has T» = rjT in the limit of T —• 0. When the
temperature grows and reaches Tg, the oscillations are smeared out and
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Fig. 10.4 Quantum oscillations of r» and TZ versus fi/hutB for Coulomb
scattering in a nonrelativistic electron gas with s6Fe ions at very strong
(kBT/fi - • 0) and finite (kBT/n = 1/40) degeneracy (Yakovlev 1980a).
The curves are self-similar as long as B < 4 x 10 G; fi is the nonrelativistic
chemical potential. Population of the Landau levels n = 1 - 7 is depicted.
Population of the level n = 1 is shown separately (top right)
the nonquantizing regime is restored, r.f'* = TQ. The oscillations of the
longitudinal thermopower are much stronger than those of <7|| and KU.
The transverse conductivities K± and <r± in quantizing magnetic fields
can be presented in the form of closed (but complicated) analytic expressions using the expansion of the general kinetic equation in the inverse
Hall parameter, 1/T/, which is small in strong magnetic fields. This theory generalizes the theory of electron transport in terrestrial solids (e.g.,
Zyrianov and Klinger 1976) to the case of a relativistic electron gas and
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Fig. 10.5 Same as in Fig. 4 for quantum oscillations of r£ and r j (Yakovlev
1980b). The width of the Landau levels assumed in the calculation is
7 = 0.lJbBT
appropriate electron scattering mechanisms. The general expressions for
the transverse conductivities in quantizing magnetic fields were obtained by
Yakovlev (1980b) and Kaminker and Yakovlev (1981). The expressions include integrals over electron energies which contain logarithmic-type divergencies. The divergencies are removed by introducing the effective widths
of the Landau levels (Sec. 4). The widths may be caused by collisional
broadening, by some inelasticity of electron scattering and/or by deviations
from the Born approximation.
The calculations of the transverse conductivities were carried out by
Yakovlev (1980b), and, in more detail, by Hernquist (1984) and Schaaf
(1988). The transverse effective relaxation times r£ and r£ suffer powerful
quantum oscillations (Fig. 5) in the quantizing fields (T < T B ) . When the
temperature increases to TB, the oscillations are completely smeared out
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by the thermal broadenenig of the Landau levels, and the nonquantizing
results are reproduced, r,|c'<T = TQ. Quantum oscillations of Tu,ff introduce
additional complication into the suppression of K± and <r± by strong magnetic fields. Note that the transverse resistivity Tt± depends on B only
through r j .
As for the Hall conductivities, KJJ and ajj, they suffer no essential quantum oscillations since they are almost independent of the relaxation time at
high magnetic fields, see (11).
10.5.4 Radiative thermal
conductivity
In the very surface layers of neutron stars, where the electrons are nondegenerate or weakly degenerate, heat is transported mainly by photons rather
than by electrons. The theoretical expression for the tensor of radiative thermal conductivity in a magnetic field was obtained by Pavlov and Yakovlev
(1977). The radiative heat transport is anisotropic. It is determined by two
conductivities, Ky and K±, along and across B:
4
3*||,± = 3<*« MI..L,
45

r°°

'^-IS?J(

zAez

rn

"<^wl*M,F^

(14)

where a is the Stefan constant, l^± is the generalized Rosseland mean free
path of photons along or across B (Fy = 2 cos2 0, F± = sin2 0); I = /(w, 0) is
the mean free path of photons of frequency u = zksT/h averaged over ordinary and extraordinary photon modes which can propagate in a magnetized
plasma, and 0 is angle between propagation direction and B.
Pavlov and Yakovlev (1977) and Silant'ev and Yakovlev (1980) calculated
K
||,± f ° r t f l e cases when the photon mean free path is determined by free-free
transitions and/or Thomson scattering. The effect of the magnetic field on
the radiative conductivity is described by the parameter/? = HuB/iksT) =
TB/T (see (8)). If T > TB (/? < 1), the field is nonquantizing and its effect
is weak, Ky W K± « KO- If T < Tg (/? > 1), the magnetic field is quantizing,
and the thermal conductivity is anisotropic and strongly enhanced by the
magnetic field, K^± ~ KQP2. The enhancement occurs because the main
heat carriers at ft >> 1 are extraordinary mode photons with frequencies
w «C o>j3. The mean free path of these photons is a factor of (ug/w) 2 larger
than at B = 0. The enhancement n <x /?2 for (3 >• 1 was first outlined
by Tsuruta et al. (1972) and Lodenquai et al. (1974) using a simplified
approach.
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An important fact is that K± becomes larger than KJ| in high magnetic
fields. For instance, in the case of the Thomson scattering at (3 > 1 one
obtains K± « 2/cj| « (32/(2ir2). These asymptotes are valid for large ft while
for intermediate /? Silant'ev and Yakovlev (1980) got analytic fits
S

^

+

3M,40 + 0 . 0 0

5 5 5

A^=^

+

^ ^ , (

1 5

)

where K0 = 7.5 x 10 20 Tgp//i e erg c m - 1 s - 1 K - 1 , and p is expressed in g
cm" 3 .
For example, consider a helium plasma with T = 4.5 X 10s K, and B = 2 X
1012 G. The Thomson scattering dominates at p •< 1 g c m - 3 . In the latter
case K|| « IOOKO and KJ_ « 180KO. If p > 1 g c m - 3 , free-free transitions
dominate, and the conductivity enhancement is weaker, Ky « 31KO and
KJ_ « 21KO (now with respect to the free-free conductivity KQ for the same
T and p). At very low /> the radiative thermal conductivity is affected by
electron - positron vacuum polarization in strong magnetic fields (Pavlov
and Yakovlev 1982).

10.6 Neutrino energy losses in magnetized crusts
Neutron stars become transparent to neutrinos in half a minute after their
birth. Neutrino generation produces powerful energy losses in the cores and
crusts of young neutron stars. The main neutrino production mechanisms
in the crusts are: electron bremsstrahlung on atomic nuclei (e + Z —• c +
Z + v + F), electron-positron annihilation (e~ + e + —• v + V), plasmon
decay (nupe -* v + 17), and photon decay (7 + e -+ e + v + V). These
processes have been studied in detail for B = 0 since the classic works
of Beaudet et al. (1967) and Festa and Ruderman (1969) (see Itoh et al.
1989 for the references to further works). All processes can be affected by
magnetic fields. Moreover magnetic fields lead to a new process, synchrotron
radiation of neutrino pairs by electrons (e —• e + v +V), which is forbidden
by momentum and energy conservation for B = 0. Neutrino synchrotron
radiation was first studied by Landstreet (1967) but rather qualitatively (see
Kaminker et al. 1992a, for critical remarks).
So far two processes have been investigated in strong magnetic fields: the
neutrino synchrotron and pair-annihilation radiations. These processes are
described by similar matrix elements. According to the Weinberg - Salam
theory both processes proceed via charged and neutral currents, and hence
all neutrino flavors can be generated. For temperatures T <C M\yc2 ~ 100
GeV (Mw being the mass of the intermediate boson), the matrix element
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is described by a 'four-tail' diagram. General (but complicated) expressions
for the neutrino energy loss rates Qs and Qp [erg c m - 3 s _ 1 ] in synchrotron
and pair annihilation processes were obtained by Kaminker et al. (1992a)
using a formalism for relativistic electrons in quantizing magnetic fields.
Kaminker et al. (1992a) also calculated Qa and Qp from the general expressions for a nonrelativistic (degenerate and nondegenerate) plasma with
strong fields. Kaminker et al. (1991) investigated Qa in a relativistic degenerate electron gas with nonquantizing magnetic fields. Kaminker and
Yakovlev (1993) performed a similar investigation for a nondegenerate relativistic electron gas. Kaminker et al. (1992b) examined Qp for a hot nondegenerate relativistic plasma with high magnetic fields. The main results
are as follows.
The pair annihilation energy loss Qp is usually unaffected by the magnetic
fields in the cases when Qp contributes significantly to the total neutrino
energy losses. However the magnetic field does influence Qp if B > 1014
G and/or if B is quantizing (Sec. 3). In the latter case the temperature is
not too high (T < T B ) and annihilation is generally ineffective due to the
small number density of positrons.
Synchrotron energy losses Qa can be quite large in a relativistic electron
gas (Fig. 6). One should especially mention a wide domain of the relativistic
degenerate electron gas with nonquantizing magnetic fields in which TB <
T < TF and T < TpB, where TpB = 1.5hwBx2/kB « 2.0 X 10 8 5i 2 x 2 K (x
is given by (1)). According to Kaminker et al. (1991) in this domain
Q8 = 0.00126

G2e2B2
, ., (kBTf
c'h

ere
« 8.97 x l O 1 4 ^ ? , ^ 5 —f-,J
cm s

(16)

where G is the Fermi weak interaction constant; Qa includes generation of
i/e, v^ and vr. As follows from (16) Qa depends neither on the electron
mass nor on the electron Fermi momentum (i.e. on />). Accordingly all
charged relativistic degenerate fermions emit synchrotron neutrino pairs at
the same rate, provided the assumed conditions are satisfied. For electrons,
this regime occurs in a very wide domain of p, T and B. A similar regime
is possible in the hot relativistic plasma (Kaminker and Yakovlev 1993).
A comparison of the annihilation and synchrotron neutrino energy losses
shows that the annihilation process dominates in a hot and not too dense
plasma, while the synchrotron process dominates at higher p and large B.
According to the estimates, the synchrotron process may be the most effective neutrino production process in neutron star matter for T ~ 109 K,
B > 10 13 G, and p ~ 107 - 108 g cm" 3 . Further work is required for
studying other neutrino generation mechanisms in strong magnetic fields.
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LO(TC?/M,Q/C^
Fig. 10.6 Neutrino energy loss rates versus pj\i,t for T = 109 K. Solid lines
show synchrotron (s) and pair annihilation (p) losses at B = 1012, 1013 and
1014 G (curves 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Dashes display bremsstrahlung
(6) (Soyeur and Brown 1979, for 56Fe ions), plasmon decay (pi) and photon
decay (7) losses (Itoh et al. 1989) for B = 0. The pair annihilation is much
more powerful for higher T
10.7 Structure and thermal evolution of magnetized crusts
The above results are important for modeling the thermal structure of the
surface layers of neutron stars with strong magnetic fields. The modeling
is required for investigating cooling and thermal surface radiation (spectra,
beaming, polarization) of isolated neutron stars. The cooling and radiation
theories are interrelated; they are used for interpretation of observations of
thermal radiation from some neutron stars.
Magnetic fields affect most strongly the atmosphere and outermost crust
layers of neutron stars. Of particular importance is the layer of the crust
across which the bulk of the temperature drop between the interior of the
star and the atmosphere occurs. The latter layer is thick (up to several
meters) in hot neutron stars whose effective surface temperature Te is higher
than some 106 K. However the layer is much thinner for cooler stars. The
magnetic field becomes important provided it affects this layer. In the latter
case the temperature distribution is not spherically symmetric within the
isolating layer due to anisotropic heat transport. The atmosphere acts as
a transmitter: it creates spectral, angular and polarization features of the
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outgoing radiation which passes through the atmosphere from the crust. In
particular, the radiation spectrum may deviate noticeably from the blackbody one (Romani 1987).
The strongest effects of the magnetic fields occur in the atmosphere. Although we do not consider atmospheres in this paper we note that huge
magnetic fields distort the structure of atoms, ions and molecules in atmospheric layers (see, e.g., Lai et al. 1992, Pavlov and Meszaros 1993, and
references therein). The distortion takes place particularly by electric fields
induced in the center-of-mass frames of particles moving across B. The
magnetic fields influence the ionization equilibrium, equation of state, other
thermodynamic properties of matter, and the radiative spectral opacities.
Radiation transfer in magnetized atmospheres (Shibanov et al. 1992) differs
significantly from that in non-magnetic atmospheres.
Deeper in the crust, magnetic field effects become weaker.
The full self-consistent theory of magnetized atmospheres and deeper surface layers of neutron stars has not yet been developed. It should take into
account the effects of magnetic fields on the equation of state and anisotropic
thermal conductivities of crust layers. It is most likely that the thermal
conductivity is unable to keep the heat balance, and additional slow flows
of matter of the meridional circulation type (e.g., Schwarzschild 1958) are
generated. The circulation may drag the magnetic field, distort its configuration and induce magnetic forces sufficiently large that they are important
in the balance of forces. The solution of these problems should yield the
temperature variation at the bottom of the atmosphere, which provides
the necessary boundary conditions for the radiative transfer problem in the
atmosphere.
So far the above problems have been solved in a simplified manner. Magnetic fields have been considered as force-free, although their effects on the
equation of state (Sec. 4) have been included. Possible circulation flows
and magnetic forces have been neglected.
The density profiles in cold (T = 0) neutron star crusts with magnetic
fields have been calculated recently by Rognvaldsson et al. (1993) on the
basis of the TF equation of state (Sec. 4, Fig. 2). The equation of hydrostatic equilibrium has been integrated for constant magnetic field in the
plane-parallel approximation. The binding of matter introduced by strong
magnetic fields (p < PB) leads to higher surface densities. In deep layers,
p > PB, the density profiles tend to those for B = 0.
The temperature profiles in magnetized crusts were analyzed by Hernquist
(1985), using the plane-parallel approximation. Later the most extensive
studies of temperature profiles in a crust with constant vertical magnetic
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LOQ(Z $ „ ) , CM
Fig. 10.7 Density profiles versus depth z (measured from the surface) in
a cold (T = 0) neutron star crust with magnetic field (Rognvaldsson et al.
1993); </i4 is surface gravity in units of 1014 cm s - 2
field were performed by Van Riper (1988), again in the plane-parallel approach. In this case heat is transported by the longitudinal (electron and
radiative) conductivity /cy. The effects of the magnetic fields on the equation of state were included. The relation between the internal temperature
T, and the effective surface temperature Te obtained by Van Riper (1988)
is shown in Fig. 8. In hot crusts (Te > 106 K), the isolating surface layer
is rather thick (p < 106 g c m - 3 ) and the relation is slightly affected by
the magnetic fields. Accordingly the Te(Tj) dependence appears to be close
to the field-free one (Urpin and Yakovlev 1979, Gudmundsson et al. 1983,
Hernquist and Applegate 1984). For cooler stars (Te < 106 K), the isolating
layer shifts to lower densities. It becomes thinner and field dependent. For a
given T<, Te grows with B. The growth occurs because the thermal isolation
is weaker when B is larger. First, the low-density matter is 'removed' by
the magnetic binding (Fig. 7); second the radiative thermal conductivity is
enhanced (Sec. 5.4) making the isolation poorer.
A two-dimensional analysis of thermal conduction in the surface layers of
a neutron star has been performed by Schaaf (1990). The magnetic field has
been assumed constant both in magnitude and direction in the layers under
study. The anisotropic thermal conductivity has been taken into account.
Many simplifications introduced in the calculation make the results rather
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Fig. 10.8 Effective surface temperature Te (not redshifted) versus internal
temperature 7} for a neutron star with surface gravity g = 1014 cm s - 2 at
several values of B (from Fig. 29 of Van Riper 1988)
indecisive. However the main conclusions seem to be qualitatively correct.
The magnetic field affects the surface temperature distribution if the star
is sufficiently cool (as discussed above). The surface temperature at the
magnetic equator appears to be lower than at the pole. This is mainly because the thermal isolation of the stellar interior is stronger at the equator
the heat propagates across B in the equatorial layers, and the transverse
thermal conductivity of degenerate electrons is strongly suppressed by high
fields (Sec. 5). For instance, according to Schaaf (1990) the surface temperature at the equator of the star with B = 10 11 G (and g — 1014 cm s - 2 )
is about half of that at the pole provided the pole temperature is about
4 x 105 K. Currently the problem is being reconsidered by Van Riper and
Miralles (private communication).
The magnetic fields in the neutron star crust influence cooling (Fig. 9),
especially when the star is sufficiently cold (Te < 106 K). Detailed cooling calculations of magnetized neutron stars have been carried out by Van
Riper (1991) using the Te{T{) relationship obtained by Van Riper (1988).
The magnetic field leads to higher surface temperatures Te(t) during the
neutrino cooling stage (t < 10s — 106 yrs) when the neutrino luminosity is
larger than the photon surface luminosity. At this stage, the internal stellar
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Fig. 10.9 Decrease of the effective surface temperature (redshifted) with
time for a neutron star (Friedman - Pandharipande equation of state in
dense core) with standard neutrino luminosity (*) or with the luminosity
enhanced (e) by the presence of quark matter in stellar interior (from Fig.
10 of Van Riper 1991)

temperature is controlled by the neutrino emission and does not depend on
the surface magnetic field. Accordingly Te is larger if B is stronger. Later
the star cools via photon surface emission. The magnetic field reduces thermal isolation of the stellar interior. This accelerates photon cooling and
leads to a lower Te{t) (Fig. 9). If some enhanced neutrino production
mechanism, such as neutrino emission by free quarks or the direct URCA
process in a hyperonic core, operates in the stellar interior (see Pethick 1993
and references therein), the effect of the field on cooling is naturally more
pronounced.
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10.8 Conclusions
Recent results of the ROSAT X-ray observatory (Finley et al. 1992, Becker
et al. 1993, Anderson et al. 1993) indicate that surface thermal radiation has most likely been detected from at least five neutron stars: PSR
0656+14, PSR 1929+10, PSR 1055-52, Geminga, and the Vela pulsar. All
these objects are known to possess large magnetic fields. The detected radiation contains information on neutron star masses, radii, magnetic fields, as
well on dense matter in stellar interiors: on the equation of state, and the
absence or presence of enhanced cooling mechanisms, etc. So far theoretical interpretations of the observations are rather uncertain. The effective
surface temperatures of the neutron stars appear to be model dependent,
but they do not deviate significantly from those predicted by standard cooling theories (without enhanced neutrino luminosity). The exception is PSR
0656+14 (t « 105 yrs) whose surface temperature seems to be lower than
the standard one but higher than that predicted by the fully allowed enhanced cooling (T e = (4 — 8) x 105 K, for most realistic theoretical fits of
the radiation spectra detected, e.g. Anderson et al. 1993). In this case, one
possibility is that cooling is enhanced by the direct URCA process in the
stellar core but the enhancement is partly suppressed by nucleon superfluidity (e.g., Page and Applegate 1992). More precise observations and more
elaborate theories are required to arrive at definite conclusions.
Future theoretical studies of neutron star crusts with strong magnetic
fields should be based on the theoretical results described above. However
there are still many theoretical problems to be solved. The most important
of them are concerned with the effects of magnetic fields in the atmospheres,
and the surface layers of neutron crusts as discussed in Sec. 7.
The above results are also important for analyzing generation and evolution of magnetic fields in neutron stars. These problems are not discussed
in the present work (see, e.g., Blandford et al. 1983, Urpin et al. 1986,
Urpin and Van Riper 1993, and the references therein).
We are grateful to Yu.A. Shibanov and K. Van Riper for discussions and
comments. We are also extremely thankful to C. Pethick for careful reading
of the manuscript and many important critical remarks. This work was
supported partly by Russian Foundation of Fundamental Researches, grant
No. 93-02-2916.
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